Scenography
This is the first ever book on scenography in an
Indian context.
The book delves deep into the art of theatremaking, backstage actions, pre-stage plans and
pre-production visuals.
Traces the journey of Indian theatre in respect
of that of the West. It focuses how the approaches
differ from each other and how scenography got
gradually appropriated in an Indian context.
More than 250 high-res, coloured photographs
along with diagrams.
There are interviews with leading theatre
practitioners across India at the end of the book.
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‘Written in a very informative style, this is an invaluable
book on scenographic treatment of Indian theatre.’

–Ratan Thiyam

Satyabrata rout

An Indian Perspective
Satyabrata Rout
Scenography: the medium that turns
a space into a character
Scenography is the art of ‘writing the stage space’—a visual
journey of unmaking and remaking the text on a theatre
space, a language of the spectatorial senses. However, this
dialect of space and props, though prevalent in the West
from the early days of the Greek plays, unfortunately has
never been groomed and appropriated in the long theatre
tradition of the Orient—until a bunch of new practitioners
and scholars decided to explore the field of design and
change the narrative of space in recent times.Yet with
hardly any documentation available in the backdrop of
cenography is the art of ‘writing the
indigenous
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Dr Satyabrata Rout is a noted scenographer and director
Scenography: An Indian Perspective, the
offirstcontemporary
Indian
ever treatise in this field, unearths
this theatre. He has completed his postastonishing yet silent contribution of ‘stage’
graduation
in
design
and
design in Indian theatres throughout direction from the National School of
the ages and the comparatively recent
Drama,
New Delhi, in 1983, and thereafter was associated with
appropriation of it.
various institutions and organisations like Rangmandal, Bharat
Bhavan, Bhopal, Theatre-in-Education Company, NSD Extension
Programme, etc.
Satyabrata is one of the pioneers in conceptualising ‘Visual
Theatre’ in India, and has designed and directed more than 75
plays of international repute.
Rout has been a visiting professor to various universities across
the globe where he teaches Indian scenography and theatre.
He is currently a professor of scenography and direction at the
Department of Theatre, University of Hyderabad, India.
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Professor Rout has been conferred with numerous prestigious
national and international awards, and that includes the
prestigious Sangeet Natak Akademi Award and B.V. Karanath
award by NSD.
His previous book, On the Crossroad of Theatre (2012), has been
widely acclaimed.
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Direction: Naseeruddin Still
Stillfrom
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Playwright:
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Kunal. Kunal.
Scenography
and direction:
Scenography:Shah.
Salim Arif.
Group: Motley,
Mumbai.
Courtesy:
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Direction: Shah.
Naseeruddin
Scenography:
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Arif.
Group:
Motley,
direction:
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Rout.
Courtesy:Rout.
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Mumbai. Courtesy: Thyagrajan.
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Scenography
‘Emphasis’
in a theatre
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composition somehow differs from that of

the other related visual arts. Despite its close association with paintings,
sculptures and graphic design, the theatre art is expressed invariably
through a distinctive temporal dimension. The emphasis in painting can

be achieved permanently through the value of the subject by the interplay
of lines, colours, texture and forms. The composition in a painting falls
within 11/10/21
a given
frame is static, persistent and space bound. It is absolute
4:22 PM
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and complete in itself. But theatre is a dynamic art medium that captures
a slot of time to freeze another slot(s) of a different time frame. It gets its

complete meaning only with the performers penetrating into the space,
interacting with the elements of design, supported by a group of viewers

Space that exiStS in time
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Modern theatre design has moved forward from the décor and
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the photograph above, a large visual unit (landscape with sunflowers) is
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single character (Van Gogh) on the down right. Visual weight is always

times. From the cave-dwelling days till the modern times, mankind has

Thyagrajan. Courtesy: Rangakalpa, Hyderabad.

incorporated towards the stage centre and stage left in order to balance a

and knowledgeable
about all
the philosophical
theatre arts that are
part of creating
aware
of their physical
and
concept,
dated back to prehistoric

judged through human eyes. This is the primary principle of composition

observed the nature as well as its various shapes. The sun, the moon, rivers,

that brings equilibrium and aesthetics to ElEmEnts
the visuals.
In theatre, the actors
of DEsign

mountains, trees and landscapes have profound impact upon human beings

397

continuously balance the space while interacting with the design elements.

and have inspired to draw and paint. human observation has resulted in

Sometimes, visually imbalanced space creates tension and disturbs our

discovering these shapes in art and design which have influenced human

visual stability, but it can be creatively explored to project dramatic conflict

wisdom for thousands of years. These shapes are geometrical and scientific,

whenever required.

yet they bear philosophical connotation with deeper meaning. Let us try to
understand their structures and the meanings behind.
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Still from the play More Naina Rang Chadhe (2009). Presented by: Bharatendu Natya Academy,

collection.
Still from theLukhnow.
play Courtesy:
More Author’s
Nainapersonal
Rang
Chadhe (2009). Presented by: Bharatendu
Natya Academy,Lukhnow. Courtesy: Author’s personal collection.

the play More Naina Rang Chadhe, an adaptation of A Midsummer Night’s

Dream, is displayed here to demonstrate the application of curve lines in
to the production design.

APPLICATIoN oF LINES IN DESIGN
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A scene from Evam Indrajit (2010). Playwright: Badal Sircar (Bengali). hindi translation: Dr Pratibha

Agrawal.
Scenography
and Direction:
Satyabrata
Rout. Courtesy:Badal
Avartan, hyderabad.
A scene from
Evam
Indrajit
(2010).
Playwright:
Sircar (Bengali). Hindi
translation: Dr Pratibha Agrawal. Scenography and Direction: Satyabrata Rout.
Courtesy: Avartan, Hyderabad.
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